
Turning a dated, 
old staircase into a

stunning, solid hardwood
masterpiece is 
as easy as 1-2-3

Before &
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A dramatic one day transformation
turns your unsightly stairs into
beautiful hardwood

Stairs so beautiful you can't take your eyes off them

www.starecasing.com

Scan to view installation 
demonstation
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Benefits

There are so many reasons that a
StareCasing Hardwood Overlay
System™ is the best solution to
upgrade your stairs

Original looking hardwood beauty
The StareCasing System™ has all of the
wonderful characteristics of an original
hardwood stair: beautiful and elegant,
durable, long lasting, low maintenance,
easy to clean, and allergen safe.

Single day installation
A typical installation of a standard flight
of stairs using the StareCasing system is
about 6-8 hours.

No demolition or reconstruction
StareCasing is the ONLY solution that
doesn't require demolition or
reconstruction. Finishes are factory-
applied, eliminating the time, mess and
odor of on-site application.

Cost effective
Compared to any other method of prefab
tread and riser replacement, StareCasing
reduces the total cost of the project by
drastically reducing labor and material.

30-year warranty
The tread and riser are directly milled
from solid natural hardwood and come
with a 30-year warranty.



Overview Installation 

StareCasing is a new, innovative stair
remodeling system that completely
transforms a carpeted or worn
staircase in only one day

With the StareCasing System's
unique design, just measure, 
cut and install

 Get look of original hardwood stairs
without the high price tag.
StareCasing utilizes the existing wood stair
treads and risers as a foundation for making
a new stair of natural hardwood. The
patented tread and riser overlays fit over
your existing staircase like a glove.

No messy demolition. No guesswork.
Just beautiful hardwood stairs.
In a matter of hours, you can convert
carpeted or worn stairs to hardwood
without the cost or hassle of total
reconstruction.

Finishes are factory-applied, eliminating the
time, mess and odor of on-site application.

No veneers. No plywoods. No laminates. 
The StareCasing stair overlay system uses
only 100% genuine hardwood to give you a
new staircase that offers beauty, durability
and long-lasting finish.

www.starecasing.comVisit us online to learn more
about transforming your stairs.

Products

Lengths
36" 42" 48"

Products

Species

Finishes

Stains

StareTread™ 2X StareTread™ Boxed 
StareTread™ StareRiser™

Returns Landing 
Material

Nosing

Red Oak White Oak Maple Brazilian 
Cherry

Unfinished Prefinished White (riser only)

Natural Gunstock Butterscotch Mocha

Additional wood species, lengths and custom
matched stains available upon request

Measure the tread 
depth, nosing depth 
and tread length. 

Transpose measurements
onto the StareTread™
overlay and make 
cuts using table and
miter saws. 

Test fit the tread to 
check for proper fit, 
apply adhesive and
press into place. 
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